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Achieving stability in a volatile wood market with reusable plastic pallets

EPS foam is a controversial topic. On one hand, it is widely understood to be damaging to the environment due to its chemical makeup and the fact that it is difficult to recycle.  On the other hand, it is the industry standard for transporting seafood, as it is insulated enough to maintain temperature for hours […]
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Replacing EPS Foam: The Problem In Seafood Shipping

EPS foam is a controversial topic. On one hand, it is widely understood to be damaging to the environment due to its chemical makeup and the fact that it is difficult to recycle.  On the other hand, it is the industry standard for transporting seafood, as it is insulated enough to maintain temperature for hours…
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FAQ: What does your supply chain gain from switching to reusable plastic packaging?

Reusable plastic pallets and crates can play a vital role in the supply chain of the future, enabling food sector operators to optimize efficiency, improve safety, and enhance sustainability. Constructed of durable plastic, reusable plastic packaging has several advantages over traditional materials, such as wood and corrugated. That’s why forward-looking companies are increasingly turning to…
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Nailing supply chain issues with reusable plastic pallets 

The last two years have been turbulent for supply chains across Europe. Firstly, the COVID-19 pandemic closed borders and restricted movement across the continent. While supply chains have started to bounce back, there is now a new challenge impacting the transportation of goods – the reliable supply of wooden pallets.  Wooden pallet prices have been…
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Case Study: Tosca RPCs Reduce Time and Emissions for Premium Chicken Supplier Fieldale Farms

Fieldale Farms had been transporting chicken in reusable plastic crates (RPCs) between its own facilities for several years, a change that was originally inspired by the opportunity to eliminate the cost and waste associated with transporting chicken in a single-use corrugated box. Ever on the cutting edge of sustainability, Fieldale sought to duplicate the benefits…
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Seven Ways to Upgrade your Supply Chain with Reusable Plastic Pallets 

Are you considering switching to reusable plastic pallets to replace your outdated, clunky wood pallets? There are numerous benefits to implementing plastic pallets into your supply chain, including reducing costs, allowing for safer operations, and supporting modern improvements in supply chains such as automation and Internet of Things technology. Here are seven reasons why reusable…
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Case Study: Independent study proves Tosca RPCs reduce egg retail labor by 53%

Eggs are a high volume item, requiring frequent restocking. For retailers that are still using outdated corrugated boxes, keeping egg cases stocked and clean is most likely taking longer and costing more than it should. Through an industrial third-party engineering study, Tosca Reusable Plastic Containers (RPCs) have proven to reduce egg retail labor by 53%…
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Case Study: Tosca Drives Supply Chain Efficiency for the Largest Tomato Supplier in The UK

The APS Group is the largest supplier of tomatoes to major cities in the UK, growing five hundred million tomatoes a year and serving nearly 30 percent of tomato production in the country. They had been using deep crates from another manufacturer, but for fear of damaging the products, APS was not able to fill…
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Case Study: Tosca optimizes product visibility, boosting sales of German and Belgian retailers

Overview Retail giant Edeka has around 13,600 stores in Germany, making it the country’s largest supermarket chain. In Belgium, the family-owned supermarket chain Colruyt covers over 220 locations, playing a prominent role in the Belgian retail sector. However, they needed to improve sales, and turned to Tosca’s retail ready bins to increase product visibility. Despite…
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Reducing Food Waste (& Costs) with Reusable Plastic Containers

Food waste is a major problem in the grocery supply chain and growers and retailers are responsible to participate in that fight. The European Food Information Council estimates that 88 million tons are wasted each year in the EU alone, representing 174 kilograms per person. Estimates for the US aren’t much better, with The World…
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Five Ways Supply Chain IoT Can Help Your Business: Use Cases and Examples

Supply chains have always been, and will always be, extremely complex. No matter how much a company does to simplify, reduce, cut waste, and streamline, complexity will play a role. Even the journey to attain simplicity involves processes like a search for the best vendors, an analysis of tighter processes, and a system to clean…
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Why 2022 Is The Year Of The Reusable Plastic Pallet

Among the many notable supply chain disruptions of 2021, lumber was a major concern. Home construction, furniture manufacturers, and supply chain operators alike stood shocked as costs rose to $1500 per 1000 feet in May 2021—nearly doubling in price from December 2020. Despite a reduction in price July through November, today lumber is back at…
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About Tosca


Tosca is a global leader in reusable plastic packaging and performance pooling solutions, purpose-built for our customers to eliminate food, labor, and transportation waste and improve performance at every turn.
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Introducing one stronger partner

Globally, Contraload BV Logistics is changing to Tosca, bringing you one stronger partner for a higher performing supply chain. You'll find the products and information you know and need from contraload.com now on toscaltd.com.
Watch the video to learn more.

Watch the video
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Introducing one stronger partner

Globally, Polymer Logistics is changing to Tosca, bringing you one stronger partner for a higher performing supply chain. You’ll find the products and information you know and need from Polymerlogistics.com on the new toscaltd.com. Watch the video to learn more.

Watch the video




























































